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Abstract
The development of a natural language speech application re-
quires the process of semantic annotation. Moreover multilin-
gual porting of speech applications increases the cost and com-
plexity of the annotation task. In this paper we address the prob-
lem of transferring the semantic annotation of the source lan-
guage corpus to a low-resource target language via crowdsourc-
ing. The current crowdsourcing approach faces several prob-
lems. First, the available crowdsourcing platforms have skewed
distribution of language speakers. Second, speech applications
require domain-specific knowledge. Third, the lack of reference
target language annotation, makes crowdsourcing worker con-
trol very difficult. In this paper we address these issues on the
task of cross-language transfer of domain-specific semantic an-
notation from an Italian spoken language corpus to Greek, via
targeted crowdsourcing. The issue of domain knowledge trans-
fer is addressed by priming the workers with the source lan-
guage concepts. The lack of reference annotation is coped with
a consensus-based annotation algorithm. The quality of anno-
tation transfer is assessed using source language references and
inter-annotator agreement. We demonstrate that the proposed
computational methodology is viable and achieves acceptable
annotation quality.
Index Terms: Crowdsourcing, Spoken language understand-
ing, Annotation, Porting

1. Introduction
An important step in the development of a spoken language un-
derstanding system is semantic annotation of speech utterance
transcriptions. A brute force approach to multilingual porting
of speech applications would require the replication of this pro-
cess for each target language. While the text of a corpus can be
translated from the source language to the languages of interest
using translation services, transfer of its annotation remains a
research issue. Crowdsourcing – a recent computational model
for large-scale distributed task execution – has the potential to
be the solution. However, the feasibility of the semantic an-
notation via crowdsourcing is affected by factors such as the
language of interest, the domain-specificity of the required an-
notation, and the availability of the resources for the evaluation
of the crowd-annotated data.

First, the language of interest might be under-represented
on existing crowdsourcing platforms due to the skewed worker
demographics. Consequently, obtaining sufficient amount of
adequately annotated data is an issue. An alternative is to ac-
cess language speaker groups via other channels, and to design
tasks targeted to that specific language groups.

Second, the semantic annotation required for speech ap-

plications is usually domain-specific. For example, for Infor-
mation Technology domain a worker might be required to dis-
tinguish between hardware, software and network operations.
Due to the fact that there is none to a minimal amount of time
to provide some domain knowledge to the workers, the level
of domain-specificity of the required annotation increases the
complexity of the task, and it is expected to decrease the qual-
ity. Thus, the domain knowledge has to be transferred by other
means. Researchers have successfully used live-feedback sig-
nals to improve the performance of the workers in crowdsourc-
ing [1, 2]. In this paper, on the other hand, the workers are
primed with the source language concepts.

Third, the traditional method for quality control in crowd-
sourcing tasks require the annotations to exist in a target lan-
guage, which is not always the case. Coupled with the con-
straints imposed by the limited number of workers for low-
resource languages, the traditional evaluation methodology is
not applicable. We approach the problem of evaluation of anno-
tation using inter-annotator agreement and the source language
references. Traditional metrics for inter-annotator agreement
are designed for a fixed number of annotator over a fixed data-
set; thus, the evaluation of the quality of crowdsourced anno-
tation without expert references is still an open question. Ad-
ditionally, in cross-lingual tasks language distance is an impor-
tant factor: since source language references may be reused for
close languages and not for distant ones due to the word order
and concept representation differences.

These issues are addressed on the task of cross-language
transfer of domain-specific semantic annotation from Italian
to Greek in spoken language corpus via targeted crowdsourc-
ing. The language pair represents distant languages, which are
under-represented on popular crowdsourcing platforms. The se-
mantic annotation task requires workers to make two decisions
– on the span of the concept and its label; thus, there is a task
of concept segmentation as well as cross-language transfer of
domain-specific concept labels.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we briefly
review related works on cross-language annotation transfer and
crowdsourced annotation. In Sections 3 and 4 we describe the
DIY targeted crowdsourcing platform and the crowdsourced
cross-language annotation transfer task design, respectively.
Section 5 presents the evaluation methodology and the results.
Section 6 provides concluding remarks.

2. Related Work
The cross-language annotation transfer in the literature was suc-
cessfully applied to a variety of tasks via Statistical Machine
Translation (SMT) methods [3, 4, 5, 6]. In the context of se-
mantic annotation for spoken language application, the SMT
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methodology was applied in [7] to transfer semantic annotation
from French to Italian. The general idea of the approach is pre-
sented in Figure 1 that depicts Italian-Greek phrase alignment
and the annotation transfer.

The annotation transfer via SMT requires parallel corpora,
and its evaluation requires expert annotated resources. How-
ever, it is costly to obtain expert annotation for each language.
To overcome this, we use crowdsourcing for cross-language
transfer of semantic annotation and apply inter-annotator agree-
ment as a measure of within target language annotation quality;
and evaluate the annotations against source language references
as a measure of cross-language transfer quality.

In recent years crowdsourcing has been successfully ap-
plied to a variety of research problems. The mechanism is usu-
ally ideal for performing tasks that can be broken into micro-
tasks and distributed to a crowd of workers. In the Natural
Language Processing (NLP) domain it has been used for cor-
pus creation [8, 9] , transcription [10, 11], translation [12], and
annotation tasks [13, 14]. On the other hand, we apply crowd-
sourcing for cross-language annotation transfer, which is differ-
ent from general annotation, because the workers are provided
with a set of concepts that exist in the utterance in the source
language.

3. Targeted Crowdsourcing
The main challenge of generalistic human computation plat-
forms such as Amazon Mechanical Turk is attracting a large
number of qualified workers to participate in tasks while fil-
tering out low quality workers and spammers. Since enroll-
ment to such platforms does not require any particular skill
set from workers, it is up to the task designers to overcome
this issue. Traditionally, in research community this problem
is solved using qualification tests, gold standard evaluation on
selected items of the task [11], and other techniques to penal-
ize low quality work. Additionally, the pseudo-anonymity of
the workers enforced by most crowdsourcing platforms makes
it difficult to target workers or worker-groups with the desired
skill set.

Targeted crowdsourcing has evolved as a new paradigm
with the intent to overcome this drawback. In targeted crowd-
sourcing the objective is to attract workers who are likely to
have the skills needed for the target task and to design the plat-
form appropriately. Crowdsourcing for creative ideas and prob-
lem solving are firm examples. For example, in enterprise set-
tings, a crowd of employees was successfully used to improve
the overall business process of the company [15]. Recently, the
US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) launched
the CDCOLOGY project [16], a microvolunteering platform,
targeting the population of registered university students. As an
example of targeting a more special skill set, Open Mind Word
Expert [17], a volunteer-based web framework to tag words
with appropriate senses from WordNet, has been able to attract
enough volunteers with sufficient proficiency for the tasks.

For the task of semantic annotation transfer from one lan-
guage to another the required skill is the target language pro-
ficiency (Greek). The demographic distribution of workers on
platforms such as Amazon Mechanical Turk is very skewed:
close to 90% of turkers are from US and India [18]. Hence, the
utility of the platform is low for NLP tasks involving languages
of under-represented speaker groups. In collaboration with re-
searchers from target language speaking institutions a targeted
crowdsourcing experiment was carried out.

Priming Greek Translation

Domain
Knowledge

Figure 2: Description of each task. For each Greek utterance,
the concepts from the source language (Italian) are used for
priming. The domain knowledge is transferred using the LUNA
concept ontology.

4. Semantic Annotation Transfer Task
The Multilingual LUNA Corpus [19, 20], was used for crowd-
sourced annotation transfer task. The corpus is the translation
of Italian LUNA Corpus [21] to Spanish, Turkish and Greek via
professional translation services. The translations are plain text,
i.e. the semantic annotation have not been transferred.

4.1. Task Design

A set of 800 Greek utterances from the Multilingual LUNA Cor-
pus [19] was put up for crowdsourcing. Each worker had to
annotate 50 utterances presented on 5 pages (10 utterances per
page).

The task had concise instructions and a short video demon-
strating the annotation process to workers. Since Greek trans-
lations lack both segmentation and concept labels; the worker
had to perform two subtasks: concept segmentation and label-
ing. After reading an utterance, a worker had to highlight a
segment of an utterance covering a single concept and select
the most suitable label from a drop-down menu (See Figure. 2).

The LUNA concept ontology contains a total of 45 unique
concepts arranged in a two-level hierarchy with 26 top-level
concepts. To ease the concept selection, the drop-down menu of
concepts was arranged with respect to this 2-level hierarchy. No
overlaps or nesting of concepts is allowed. However, a worker
could mark an utterance as containing no concepts.

4.2. Priming the Workers

The semantic information is mostly preserved during the pro-
cess of translation [5]. Consequently, the concepts from the
Italian references were provided to the workers in the form of a
unique list of suggested concepts on top of each utterance. The
idea behind priming is to transfer the knowledge of the domain
and provide a worker with semantic information to support the
annotation task. The workers were free to highlight and mark
segments matching the suggested concepts or ignore the list en-
tirely.

5. Results and Discussion
In this Section we evaluate the quality of the annotations col-
lected via crowdsourcing task described in the previous Section.
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. . . avrei bisogno di una sostituzione del mouse probabilmente non è funzionante . . .

. . . Χρειάζομαι τουαντικατάσταση ποντικιού, μάλλον δεν λειτουργεί . . .

peripheral.typehardwareOperation.operationType

peripheral.typehardwareOperation.operationType

Figure 1: Cross-language annotation transfer task. Italian and Greek utterances are not one-to-one aligned. A concept can be linked to
a single word in Greek, but multiple words in Italian or vice versa.

5.1. Data Collection Results

Fifty workers completed over 2000 micro-tasks over a period
of two weeks. From the subset of 800 annotated utterances,
536 were annotated by at least three workers. The number of
annotated concepts between languages differs: while there are
2,227 concepts in the references (Italian), there are on average
1,439 (35% less) concepts in Greek. Comparison between the
suggested and the annotated concepts indicates that 44% of sug-
gested concepts were ignored by the workers; while 9% of an-
notated concepts were not from the suggested lists.

For the evaluation we consider only utterances that have at
least three judgments (536 utterances). We first evaluate the
inter-annotator agreement between the workers, and then the
transfer of annotation between languages.

5.2. Inter-Annotator Agreement

We first describe the evaluation methodology and then the
agreement on the two subtasks of semantic annotation individ-
ually and together.

5.2.1. Evaluation Methodology

The commonly accepted metric for the assessment of the qual-
ity of an annotated resource is to measure the agreement be-
tween annotators. The most widely used agreement measure is
κ (Cohen’s for two and Fleiss’ for several annotators), which is
a chance corrected percent agreement measure. Unfortunately,
κ is designed for a setting with a fixed number of annotators
over a fixed data set; and this is not the case in crowdsourc-
ing. Additionally, in text markup tasks, such as annotation, the
number of true negatives, required for the calculation of the ob-
served and chance agreements in κ, is not well defined (e.g.
the number of text segments discarded by the workers as con-
cept chunks). These factors make κ impractical as a measure of
agreement of crowdsourced annotation.

An alternative agreement measure that does not depend on
true negatives is Positive (Specific) Agreement [22], which is
identical to the widely used F-measure [23]. Even though the
measures are also for the fixed number of annotators on a com-
mon data set, since they do not rely on true negatives and the
chance agreement, they are better suitable for the evaluation of
crowdsourced annotation. In our crowdsourcing experiment we
have collected 3 judgments per utterance; thus, for computing

Match P R F1
Whole Data

Exact 39.60 38.58 39.08
Partial 64.24 62.90 63.56

Common Span Subset
Exact 46.10 47.41 46.74
Partial 69.16 71.07 70.10

Table 1: Segmentation Agreement reported as averages of pair-
wise precision (P), recall (R) and F-measures (F1) for exact and
partial matches on whole data and the subset of common spans.

pair-wise F-measures we randomly assign each judgment to one
of the three hypothetical annotators. The reported F-measures
are averages of pair-wise F-measures among these three hypo-
thetical annotators.

In text markup tasks annotators might select different spans
all of which might be considered correct. For instance, for the
hardware concept the selected span might be with the printer,
the printer, or only printer. Thus, we report results for exact
and partial matches [24]. Since in semantic annotation tasks
workers are taking two decisions, we evaluate the agreement on
these decisions separately as segmentation and labeling agree-
ments and jointly as semantic annotation agreement.

5.2.2. Segmentation Agreement

Segmentation Agreement is the measure of the agreement of the
workers on concept spans regardless of the label they give to the
selected span. The averages of pair-wise precision, recall and F-
measures are reported for exact and partially matched spans in
Table 1 (upper part). Agreement on partial matches is relatively
low: F1 = 63.56, due to the fact that the measure also considers
‘missing’ concepts, i.e. identified only by one of the annotators.
The segmentation agreement on the set of spans common to all
of the judgments for an utterance is acceptably higher: F1 =
70.10 (Table 1, lower part).

5.2.3. Labeling Agreement

Labeling Agreement is the measure of the agreement of the
workers on the concept labels, regardless of the agreement on
their spans. Unlike Segmentation Agreement there are no par-
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P R F1
Exact 48.39 47.15 47.76
Set 67.71 73.37 70.55

Table 2: Labeling Agreement reported as averages of pair-wise
precision (P), recall (R) and F-measures (F1) for exact match
and set (compares lists of unique concepts regardless of the or-
der)

Match P R F1
Exact 33.77 32.90 33.32
Partial 51.45 50.35 50.89

Table 3: Semantic Annotation Agreement – jointly for segmen-
tation and labeling – reported as averages of pair-wise preci-
sion (P), recall (R) and F-measures (F1) for exact and partial
matches.

tial matches (each concept is represented by a single token).
In order to evaluate the labeling agreement independently from
segmentation differences1 we additionally compute the agree-
ment over sets of annotated concepts.

The labeling agreement results are reported in Table 2. The
average of pair-wise F-measures for the match (Exact in Table
2) is 47.76. The average of pair-wise F-measures for the set
condition is considerably higher – 70.55. The results indicate
that there are also differences in the segmentation of the same
concepts.

5.2.4. Semantic Annotation Agreement

Semantic Annotation Agreement is the measure that considers
both segmentation and labeling. It is the most strict of the inter-
annotator agreement measures, since annotators have to agree
both on the label and on its span. The results are reported in Ta-
ble 3. The average of pair-wise F-measures for partial matches
is only 50.89.

Even though, the inter-annotator agreement is relatively low
on each of the subtasks of the semantic annotation, none of the
workers is an expert. Thus, these results are indicative only of
the variability in annotation. Since the task is a transfer of se-
mantic annotation, there are also the expert annotated source
language references. In the next Section we exploit these refer-
ences to evaluate the quality of transfer and acceptability of the
collected annotations.

5.3. Cross-Language Annotation Transfer

In this Section we evaluate the transfer of the annotation from
the source language (Italian) to the target language (Greek).
Similar to the previous subsection, we first present the evalu-
ation methodology and then the results.

5.3.1. Evaluation Methodology

Since the order of concepts might be affected by the differences
in the word-order between languages, the cross-language eval-
uation is carried on the sorted lists of concepts per utterance.
We compare the annotated concept labels (i.e. spans are not
considered) against the labels in the Italian reference preserv-
ing the number of concepts in each case. This evaluation allows
us to assess the amount of actual transfer. For the evaluation we

1E.g.: a worker might choose to annotate numerical expressions like
one seven as a single number concept or as two.

P R F1
Random Re-sampling 84.40 54.54 66.26
ROVER 83.87 69.82 76.20

Table 4: Cross-Language Transfer using random re-sampling
and ROVER as precision (P), recall (R) and F-measure (F1); for
random re-sampling the results are averages of 1,000 iterations.

randomly select one of the judgments and compute precision,
recall, and F-measure using Italian references. The procedure is
repeated 1,000 times and the results are averaged.

Recognition Output Voting Error Reduction (ROVER) is
one of the most frequently used tool in Automatic Speech
Recognition community. The tool combines hypothesized se-
quence outputs of multiple recognition systems (in this case:
workers) and selects the best scoring sequence. We applied the
technique to the collected non-expert annotations to produce a
single one. Since the three judgments are over the same utter-
ance, we have applied majority voting on token level to decide
on the span and the label of concepts (out-of-span tokens are
taken as having ‘null’ label). As a result we obtain a single
majority voted annotation hypothesis. Similar to random re-
sampling, the output of ROVER is evaluated against Italian ref-
erences. The expectation is that ROVER improves the overall
annotation transfer.

5.3.2. Quality of Transfer

The results for the two evaluation settings – random re-sampling
and ROVER – are reported in Table 4. The results indicate that
even with the inter-annotator agreement of F1 = 50.98 for joint
span and label decisions, using techniques such as ROVER, it
is possible to exploit ‘the power of the crowd’ to transfer an-
notation with acceptable quality. By combining non-expert an-
notator decisions we gain approximately 15% in recall. Even
though, the recall for transferred annotation using ROVER is
≈ 70, the precision is acceptably high ≈ 84.

Overall, the combination of crowdsourcing and computa-
tional techniques such as ROVER make the approach viable for
the cross-language annotation transfer.

6. Conclusion
In this paper we have addressed the problem of transferring the
semantic annotation from the source language corpus (Italian)
to a low-resource distant target language (Greek) via crowd-
sourcing. We have addressed the issue of the skewed language
speaker distribution of current crowdsourcing platforms by us-
ing targeted crowdsourcing. We have presented the approach to
transfer domain knowledge, required for the semantic annota-
tion, via priming with a list of source language concepts. Ad-
ditionally, we have presented the methodology to assess quality
of the crowd annotated corpora using inter-annotator agreement
and evaluation against source language references. We have
demonstrated that by combining the ‘power of the crowd’ in the
form of multiple hypotheses with a computational method such
as ROVER the resulting corpus achieves acceptable annotation
quality.
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